
 
 
 
 

OIL COOLED CONVEYOR BRAKE 
 

CUSTOM BRAKES, CLUTCHES AND TRANSMISSIONS SUITABLE 
FOR UNDERGROUND COAL MINES USING PROVEN 

CATERPILLAR
®
 COMPONENTS 

 
Open disc and drum brakes are inherently unsuitable for underground coal mines because of the 
explosion risk associated with their high surface temperatures during operation.  To address these 
limitations Loadquip has adapted oil-cooled multi-plate disc brakes from CATERPILLAR

®
 trucks 

to torque-arm mounted brakes for use underground. 
 
These brakes are particularly useful wherever it is necessary to control belt dynamics during 
stopping as they are fully controllable, failsafe and have a high torque capacity.  Oil Coolers can be 
sized to suit the installation so that arduous braking applications can be accommodated at 
temperatures below 90 °C. 
 
As the brakes are based on CATERPILLAR

®
 truck brakes all wearing parts are readily available 

from CAT dealers throughout the world. 
 
This brake has multiple wet disks attached to a splined shaft and actuated by an annular piston.  
The piston has two independent operating modes, corresponding to the Service and Park modes 
on the truck.  In the Service Mode, the annular piston is modulated directly by hydraulic pressure.  
This allows precise torque control with a known relationship between Hydraulic Pressure and 
Torque. 
 
The Park Mode is a Spring Applied/Fail Safe Mode.  In this mode, helical compression springs 
distributed around the piston apply the necessary braking effort.  The Park Brake is released by 
the application of pressure to a dedicated chamber and the brake applies in this mode whenever 
hydraulic pressure to the system is lost. 
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Where space is restricted the brake can be mounted directly onto the end of the conveyor pulley.  
In this configuration the total brake assembly extends less than 500mm from the pulley bearing.  
This is particularly important when the brake is to be fitted in an area such as a longwall boot end. 
 Flange and shrink disk mounting arrangements are also available to improve maintainability. 
 
With a reasonably sized reservoir, and an external heat exchanger, the brake is capable of an 
almost infinite number of consecutive stops without the surface temperature of any component 
exceeding 90 °C.  This is well below the Australian Standard's requirement not to exceed 150 °C. 
 
Brakes can be supplied with torque ratings from approximately 20kNm to well in excess of 
250kNm, depending on the CAT brake used and the internal settings chosen. 
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